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The chemical properties of nanoparticles (NPs) are important for technical applications as well as effects on health and climate. The effects commonly depend on both the core particle properties and surface coatings-functionalisations (for example organic). It is desirable to characterise the chemical composition of nanoparticles “in-flight” to minimise biases related to particle collection and storage prior to offline analysis as well as achieving a high time resolution.

A Laser Vaporisation Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (LV-AMS), was recently developed primarily for detection of absorbing refractory aerosol in ambient field measurements (Onasch et al. 2012). Here we describe how this technique can be used to separately characterize the chemical core and coating properties of two cases of particles: 1) Metal nanoparticles synthesized in a nanotechnology laboratory and 2) Black carbon containing combustion aerosols.

In the LV-AMS particles are focused while still airborne from ambient conditions to a vacuum chamber using an aerodynamic lens inlet. A continuous wave Nd-YAG laser (1064 nm) is used for particle vaporization. The technique is selective for particle materials absorbing at this wave length, e.g. black carbon and metals. Vaporized molecules from the particle are then ionised using electron ionization (70 eV) and detected in a high resolution time of flight mass spectrometer.

Two methods for production of metal ENPs were used in a clean room laboratory, a spark discharge generator and a high temperature furnace. For particle size selection a tandem-DMA set-up was used with the possibility to sinter the freshly formed agglomerates into almost spherical shapes. In addition black carbon containing particles from a diesel engine and flame soot generators were investigated. The LV-AMS was used in parallel with a CPC and an aerosol particle mass analyser (APM) to investigate the instrument sensitivity as a function of particle size, shape and composition.

Traces of organic impurities/surface coatings could be quantified in the generated metal particles and the organic mass fraction depended upon particle size and shape/processing. The composition of the organic impurities depended upon particle generation technique, processing and particle material.

Metal ions were detected for Ag, Au, Pd, Fe and mixed PdAg alloy NPs. For the Fe nanoparticles, metal oxide ion signals were detected indicating that these particles were already partially oxidized in the gas-phase. On-going work aims towards quantification of the metal signals.

Measurements on refractory black carbon particles from combustion systems showed three main classes of fragments: 1) CxHy+ clusters that can be associated with the primary organic coating. 2) Cx+ fragments that can be associated with the soot core. However, in addition all investigated soot sources showed significant amounts of a third class containing COx+ fragments that represents refractory oxygen containing species. Both Cx+ and COx+ fragments are absent when utilizing the conventional tungsten vaporizer at 600 C in the AMS and can thus be termed refractory and associated with the soot core.
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